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Justice travels across generations
BY Alea thorne

Staff Reporter

Clarence Pellett decided to pick up
hitchhiker 19-year-old Frank Dryman in
1951. The friendly gesture turned to a
horrifying story that left Clarence Pellett
dead, Dryman in jail, and 40 years later,
Pellett’s grandson looking for closure.
On Nov. 9, Clem Pellett, an oral surgeon in Bellevue, came to Central Washington University to speak to students
about the journey that he took to find his
grandfather’s killer.
“In a criminal law class you are learning the basics and elements of crime, but
you will rarely get a glimpse of what impact crime has on the family, the reality of
what happens to the family. Not just short
term, not just to the victims and spouse
but perhaps long term and extended family,” said Sarah Britto, law and justice
professor. “That’s what this information is
providing and I hope it will be helpful.”
Originally Dryman was sentenced to
hang on June 1, 1951. Jerry J. O’Conell
otherwise known as Jerry O’le Red came
to Shelby, Mont. three days before the
execution, and put together the insanity
plea. The insanity plea was new and postponed the hanging and eventually after
four more trials, Dryman received a life
sentence in 1955.
In 1969, Dryman was released on parole, only to go missing 18 months later.
He left the Pellett family torn apart from
the stress.
“I grew up not knowing the Pellett family or my grandpa,” Clem Pellett said. “All
I knew was never to pick up a hitchhiker
because that’s what my dad told me. He
said that your grandfather died begging
and pleading for his life because he gave a
ride to a hitchhiker.”

BRITTNEY CASINI/observer

JUSTICE Dr. Clem Pellett presents the story of how he found his grandfather’s killer
to students on Nov. 9.

Forty years later while rummaging
through and packing up his grandma’s
attic, Clem Pellett came across some old
newspaper clippings of the murder, that
occurred two years before he was born.
The newspaper clippings sparked his investigation of what happened not only to
Dryman, but to find the answers to his
family’s past.
“The next time someone has you go
down to the basement, attic or clean out
an old garage, treat the job with some
respect,” Clem Pellett said. “You’ll never
know what you’re going to find.”
Clem Pellett began to gather more information from newspaper archives and

hired an investigator. The investigator was
able to track down Dryman using archives
and documents.
Dryman had changed his name to
Victor H. Houston and was a licensed
Deacon and a bonded notary public in
Arizona. The investigators realized Dryman and Houston were the same person
because Houston was receiving pension
checks from the military through his alias,
Frank Valentine.
After Dryman’s recapture, the story of
the Pelletts and Dryman surfaced everywhere. CNN, the New York Times and
the Today Show, among other mass media
outlets were interviewing Clem Pellett. the

Thing that made it worth the investigation
for Clem Pellett was a phone call from
his cousin and a Pellett family reunion in
Shelby, Mont. with family he never met.
“In the first days of May, my wife
daughter and I drove to Shelby, and we
drove to the Pellett house. There were
25 people lined up to hug us and just welcome us into the family,” Clem Pellett said.
“Twenty-five people there and I never met
them.”
Dryman was sentenced to five years in
a Montana prison and will be eligible for
parole in 2015.
According to Clem Pellett, Dryman
never apologized for murdering his grandfather, and didn’t even remember Clarence Pellett’s name. Recent research suggests Dryman has possibly been involved
in more murders.
“When I addressed the [parole] board
members, I did it on two levels. The first
was my level. I told them I never knew my
grandfather. I had actually found out more
than I ever dreamed. I have a new family.
Do with him what you may it’s fine with
me,” Clem Pellett said. “But now I am
gonna speak for people who can’t speak
for themselves anymore. My father didn’t
want this man out and I told them[board
members] little did I know in 2009, when
I started looking through the box of keepsakes as I had picked up my father’s mantel that helped track this man down.”
For those who attended the event, they
were able to take away a sense of the effect
murder on the victims immediate family,
but generations after, and what someone
will do for closure and justice.
“It’s amazing considering he put more
time and investment in the search than the
court trials,” Aylse Glessner law and justice junior said. “He’s touring now with it
[the story] shows more inspiration.”

Student cooks tamales for tuition

BY wes morrow

News Editor

Alyssa Martinez’s situation isn’t unusual.
She is a junior at Central Washington
University studying law and justice and
political science. She works between 20
and 30 hours a week at McDonalds, she
has a couple thousand dollars in students
loans, and right now she’s worrying about
how she’ll pay for the seemingly ever-increasing cost of school.
What is unusual is the method she
chose to overcome her financial situation.
For many, the student financial situation has always been a precarious one.
Balancing work with school can be difficult, even more so if the student doesn’t
make enough to pay for tuition.
With the rising cost of college, decreases in state help and the stagnant job market, many students are faced with difficult
choices: Do I buy textbooks or food? Do I
pay for tuition or rent? Do I take a break
and save money, or do I drop out entirely?
In the past, paying for school hasn’t
been too much of a problem for Martinez. Her parents can’t pay for her school,
but she has always had financial aid. Her
freshman year she was able to cover even
more of the cost with scholarships.
This summer, Martinez took a job at
night sorting cherries. She wanted to continue her studies at the same time, however, so she enrolled in online classes.
She had never taken online classes, and
they proved difficult. Despite the difficulty,
she was getting by.
Then, partway through summer quarter, she broke her finger at work. The stress

and work became too much.
“It was so late into the quarter I thought
it was too late to withdraw,” she said.
When Martinez returned to Central in the fall, just a week or two before
classes started, she was informed that she
wouldn’t receive any financial aid for fall
quarter.
Not only would she have to pay for fall
quarter, she would be forced to pay back
all the financial aid she received for summer quarter.
Now, in order to start getting financial
aid again winter quarter, Martinez has to
pass the same number of credits she failed
to complete in the summer. Only this time,
she also has to work and come up with alternative means of paying for school.
Martinez attempted to solve all of these
problems by making tamales, lots and lots
of tamales.
She got the idea from her mother.
When she was growing up, her mother
and others at church would make tamales
for every fundraiser.
At the beginning of fall quarter, Martinez posted an announcement on the
student intranet and Facebook. The announcement said she would be taking
orders and selling tamales for students,
faculty, staff and any other interested
community members.
She was taking matters into her own
hands.
Martinez isn’t the only student at Central coming up with creative methods to
solve her financial problems. More and
more students are being forced to sell possessions in order to make ends meet.
One student on the student intranet is
selling his tablet, another is selling her lap-

top and a third is selling her guitar.
Martinez began making tamales by the
hundreds and selling them for $11 dollars
a dozen. She went into the kitchen and
made enough tamales for every order. On
top of that, she made 20 dozen extra.
Her family contributed to the effort by
helping out with the baking.
“My parents would love to pay my tuition, but they can’t,” Martinez said.
She was only making about $.75 in
profit from each tamale, so her first attempt only earned her $250 to $300.
She didn’t give up there, though. She
gathered the family together once more
on Nov. 11 and aimed to make 1,000 tamales in a single weekend.
“Saturday, when I had my whole family there, we got to the 500 mark and everybody was worn out, it was already five
in the evening. We decided to just finish
up all the ingredients we had. I think we
ended up making it to 600 tamales,” Martinez said.
Along with her family, Martinez was
able to raise $600 more.
That still wasn’t enough it turned out.
Despite her success in the food industry,
Martinez still needed over $1,000 in order
to make it through fall quarter.
For Martinez, this was anything but impossible. This time however, her solution
would cost her more than ingredients. It
would cost her laptop.
For a student, a laptop can be a valuable resource. Without one, many students
would be at a loss. Their studies might
start to suffer.
But Martinez is sacrificing hers so that
her studies might continue at all.
Martinez will be giving up her laptop

to pay for school, but she won’t be selling
it. No, such a normal tactic would be far
too mundane for the girl who sold tamales
for tuition.
Martinez will instead be raffling her
laptop off over the course of the next few
weeks, and with tickets going for $5 each,
entrants have a chance at a laptop for a
significant discount.
When asked what she would do if she
isn’t able to sell enough tickets, Martinez
said those kinds of thoughts don’t hold
much sway in her plan.
“I don’t know. I’m not planning on failing,” Martinez said.
Although the financial trials she has
had to face this quarter have weighed on
her, Martinez says she has a new appreciation for what she has.
“It’s eye-opening I guess. I appreciate
the help I do get with financial aid,” Martinez said. “This is the first time I’ve ever
had to pay everything out of pocket. It’s
really scary. I don’t know how people do it.”
Martinez plans to raffle off as many
tickets as she can for her laptop. She’ll
continue working and giving three-fourths
of her paycheck to financial aid even
though she has to pay for rent, food, and
other living expenses.
Despite her precarious situation, Martinez is already looking forward to her future in school. She wants to study abroad
winter quarter.
“If I can get everything done by the
end of finals...I want to go to Mexico, to
Guadalajara.”
If things go well, by January Martinez
hopes to be studying political science in
the sun instead of baking tamales for tuition.
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State Rep comes to E-Burg

Defa departs

Photo Editor

Staff Reporter

The Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce held its ﬁfth Legislative event of
2011 on Nov. 7 and Rep. Judith Warnick
took her seat, she said, for the third time
among the honored
guests.
Warnick said that
having a sit-down
with local business
owners,
merchants
and members of the
farming community is
one part of her job as
the 13th district representative that she is
JUDITH WARNICK
most enthused about.
State
She went on to
Representative
say that she is a small
business owner ﬁrst, and a state representative second.
Warnick said she entered public ofﬁce because of the regulations that the
government places on her business. The
topic of these meetings is generally the
same, Warnick said. The workplace. The
environment. The economy.
She spends hours each week researching and reﬂecting on the challenges within her district, taking her ﬁndings back to
the house ﬂoor in Olympia.
Warnick talked about the limited
course work that she completed prior to
raising three daughters and the cost of
college then and now.
She also discussed the proposed

changes to the state budget with regard to
“I think that if a college student is gethigher education.
ting assistance to obtain a degree than
“We are so up in the air about what they should obtain that degree and get out
is going to happen with these propos- into the workplace,” Warnick said. “I feel
als,” Warnick said. “The majority party like we are wrong to be cutting [funds]
[Democratic] has not let us know what to from higher ed college programs.”
expect.”
Warnick has defended the rights of
Warnick is serving her third term in small business owners to grow within
the state House of Representatives. She their communities and tries to represent
recently learned that Washington has her district effectively in the wake of
need for 60,000 emwhat she called
ployees to perform
“serious budget
necessary jobs in
crises” that [our]
I think that if a college state faces.
business and industry, and the number
She
hopes
student is getting assistance
of vacancies within
that the work
to obtain a degree then they that she does in
our state both surshould obtain that degree Central Washprised and motivated her.
and get out into the work- ington, and for
The staggering
every one of the
place.
numbers of higher
campuses here
education students,
in Washington,
many of them Pell
represents
her
-JUDITH WARNICK
Grant
recipients,
hopes, her views,
are unqualiﬁed to ﬁll
and her developState Representative
these jobs for lack of
ment as a public
interest in particular
ofﬁcial.
industries where the vacancies remain.
As for President James Gaudino’s reAmong the bills that she has brought tention incentive is concerned, Warnick
to Olympia are awards of sustainable explained that the Board of Trustees
pensions for public and higher education (BOT) made that call and whether or not
employees, alternative learning funding, she supported it, she feels that the timing
and tougher controls on statewide student should have weighed heavier than the neassessment.
cessity of one president’s retention.
Warnick has openly discussed her po“The decision to push that raise
sition on state debt statutory limits, and through was made by the BOT,” Wardefends her position on limiting funding nick said, “In my opinion it should have
for “career” students.
been considered that the timing is really
bad for that kind of increase. Our state
is in crisis, and now is not the time to be
spending more than we have.”
Though Warnick’s vision for the future of our state may be ﬁscally conservative, her record shows that her allegiance
to progress remains intact.

“

“

BY MENDE SMITH

More information on Judith Warnick can be
found at:
http://houserepublicans.wa.gov/members/judy-warnick/

BY ZACH SMITH

Assistant Vice President of Human
Resources, Dennis Defa is leaving Central
Washington University to assume the position of chief human resources ofﬁcer for
the Montana State University system at
the ﬁrst of the year.
After working at Central for nearly ten
years, Defa decided the time was right to
pursue other career opportunities.
“Personally and professionally, it’s not
about leaving here, it’s about going there
and the opportunity it provides,” Defa
said. “It’s family, it’s the job, and quite
honestly, it’s ﬁnances.”
According to Defa, a main reason for
his departure is an opportunity to be closer to family. Both Defa and his wife are
originally from the Rocky Mountain area,
and the move allows them to reconnect
with friends and family.
Defa also said this new job provides
him with a new and exciting career opportunity. The position Defa will be leaving
for is new to Montana State this year, and
Defa will be the main human resources ofﬁcer for all four Montana State University
campuses.
“It’s a top-tier doctoral granting University,” Defa said. “It’s a bigger job and
it provides the challenges and everything
I’m looking for.”
While it is not the main reason, Defa
did admit that the ﬁnancial situation in the
state of Washington was a factor in his decision to leave.
“I just think the great state of Washington is retracting from supporting
higher education… I think it’s fair to say
that about any other state supports higher
education better than Washington,” Defa
said. “A place like MSU and the state of
Montana has always been in the black.”
Despite the dire ﬁnancial situation the
state has found themselves in, Defa said he
enjoyed his stint at Central.
“There are so many superb things
about Central… It’s just an amazing
place,” Defa said. “It’s been a good run.”

Rainy day spending
BOT approves pulling $3 million from reserves
BY VICTORRIA SELF

Staff Reporter

In October, the Board of Trustees
(BOT) approved spending $3 million from
one of Central Washington Universities
reserve funds.
This request was put towards the BOT
due to possible budget cuts that Gov.
Chris Gregoire has foreseen. Although it
may not be used, the BOT has recognized
that and they fully support the use of the
money.
Central went to the BOT early October with this request due to the state
economists in September saying that the
state may have another $1.4 billion state
revenue deﬁcit.
After the state was given this number,
Gregoire went and saw where that money
is going to be cut from and then makes her
recommendations for how much actually
gets cut.
Gregoire goes through all of the state
funded businesses and sees which ones can
have money taken out to help with the
possible deﬁcit.
After she has gone through, she then
picks her top “favorite” which then the
legislature decides on.
The numbers were released and that
is when the university saw that Central
could have close to $4 million in budget

cuts. Because all of the numbers are so
large across the state, Gregoire is requesting that the state legislature go into a special session where it takes 30 days and review to discuss what Gregoire has laid out.
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs George Clark says this session
will start Nov. 28 and will run for 30 days.
After those 30 days, it will be decided what
is happening, either the cuts happen or
they put a revenue enhancement bill to be
voted on early spring.
A revenue enhancement bill is when
the state puts charges or taxes towards
helping the government when there is a
deﬁcit. One example is raising the sales
tax.
Pulling this money out of the reserve
funding will not hurt the university.
A couple of years ago, the BOT saw
that the economy was slowly declining
and thought it would be smart to start a
fund for “rainy days,” for when something
happens and that little bit of extra funding
is needed. The total in this reserve fund
totals up to $5.6 million.
“We didn’t want to throw faculty and
staff into a ﬂux in the middle of our ﬁscal
year,” Clark said.
The university will know at the end of
December or the beginning of January if
they need the $3 million to help with the
budget cuts.
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ROTC triumphs at Ranger Challenge
BY ERIK PAGUE

Staff Reporter

A team from Central Washington University’s Army Reserve Ofﬁcers’ Training
Corps (ROTC) program has taken ﬁrst
place in the annual Ranger Challenge
which took place Nov. 5, near the Riverside State Park northwest of Spokane. The
competition was held between the various
ROTC programs from schools across the
state.
Central’s ROTC sent two teams of
nine, including two alternates to the competition that was hosted by Eastern Washington University.
The winning team was led by Cadet
Sean Flanagan, a senior geography major.
Central has won the ﬁrst place trophy four
times in the last six years and Flanagan
said that Central’s ROTC is looking forward to continuing that success.
“We’re having a pretty good year,”
Flanagan said. “Upholding the tradition
of winning the Ranger Challenge, we’re
pretty good at it.”
Flanagan said there were a wide variety
of challenges including an eight-mile run,
a ﬁrst aid challenge and one consisting of
building a rope bridge that the team then
had to use to shimmy upside-down over a
river.
However, Flanagan said that the most
important part of the competition was the
chance to gain valuable leadership experience.
“I learned a lot about my own personal
leadership style,” Flanagan said.
The competition is scored by a time trial method where teams are judged on how

fast they can successfully complete each of
the different events.
One event was coordinated by the University of Washington’s ROTC program,
which is Central’s rival at the competitions, according to Flanagan.
“You could tell by the looks on their
faces when we completed the event in
about six or seven minutes that they were
not very happy,” Flanagan said about the
UW ROTC members’ reactions.
Maj. Jay Cook, professor of military
science, said that the annual competition
is great for cadets since it provides excellent training and leadership development
opportunities. For him, being the team to
beat is the icing on the cake.
“We took ﬁrst and second place last
year and we brought the ﬁrst place trophy
back again this year,” Cook said. “The
way we look at it, we’re the competition
out there.”
The success hasn’t gone unnoticed. In
2009, Central’s ROTC team was recognized as the number one program in the
nation and Gov. Chris Gregoire declared
April 17 to be a day of recognition for
Central’s ROTC program, according to
Cook.
Cook said he believes Flanagan, his
team and the rest of the individuals in
ROTC worked hard to compete well and
owe their success to their training and
teamwork.
“They did extremely well and they had
a good, tight team,” Cook said.

CONTRIBUTED BY CAPT. DALE WRIGHT

ABOVE The team carries their comrade as part
of the first aid challenge
segment of the event.
RIGHT Cadets navigate the forest as part of
the Ranger Challenge on
November 5, 2011.

More information about the ROTC program
can be found online at http://www.cwu.
edu/~roo/ or call 1-877-ARMY-CWU.

Multi-Modal forum talks budget, tuition
BY ERIK PAGUE

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University’s distance education program may be in for
some changes depending on student and
faculty feedback.
The Multi-Modal
Analysis Task Force,
composed of 12 staff
members, held two
forums on Nov. 8 and
Nov. 10 to announce
its suggested changes
for online learning
and asked for student
and faculty feedback
TRACY PELLET
to help decide what
AVP Undergratuate those will be.
Studies
The forums were
hosted by Carmen
Rahm, associate vice president for information technology services, Tracy Pellet,
associate vice president for undergraduate studies and Chris Schedler, professor
of English and the online learning team
coordinator.
One of the main suggestions the task
force released was that interactive television should be phased out in order to transition to using more of the services that
Blackboard provides.
According to the task force’s ﬁndings,
interactive television (ITV), where professors teach classes to students from a remote classroom with video cameras and
microphones, is more than ﬁve times as
expensive to deliver compared to other
distance education tools.
As of Winter 2011 rates, ITV cost
$32.03 per credit hour while using Blackboard and other online resources costs
about $6.40 per credit hour.
One of the main reasons for that inﬂated price per credit hour is the fact that

ITV costs the same amount to provide no
matter how many students use it.
“If you’re going to a classroom that’s
got 20 students, it takes up the same bandwidth as going to a classroom that has ten
students or ﬁve students,” Rahm said.
Another of those added costs comes
from the necessity to staff a distance education operator to handle the technical
parts of ITV.
This is another ﬂat cost that doesn’t
change depending on how many students
are taking the class.
Furthermore, other online education
tools have seen their enrollments increase
steadily over the past few years while ITV
has only grown very slightly, according to
Rahm and the report.
Tuition rates for online learning were
also determined to be a priority for the
Multi-Modal Task Force.
Schedler presented a graphic that
showed Central’s rates for online tuition
for non-residents coming in at almost three
times the cost for comparable services offered at Eastern Washington University
and Western Washington University.
Currently, that extra cost is footed by
the students in the class through an online
course fee.
Schedler suggested cost-cutting techniques that included transitioning away
from interactive television to using Blackboard Learn & Bb Collaborate.
“There needs to be deﬁnitely a process
of helping faculty make this transition,”
Schedler said.
The task force doesn’t currently have
a timeline for when these changes may
take place but are encouraging the Central community to provide feedback using
the electronic form located on Central’s
website.
While the changes in store aren’t ﬁnalized, Pellet said that the main focus of

ITV and Online Expenses Per Quarter
Area

Salary
Staff
Temp/Student
Faculty Release
Fees/Licenses
Misc.
Ofﬁce Sup/Phones
Faculty Training
Travel/Regist.
Equipment
Bandwidth
Hardware depreciation
Total cost per quarter
Total student Cr. Hrs.
Cost per student Cr. Hr.

ITV

Online

All Web

$44,968.00
$69,778.00

$24,900

$24,900

$9,400
$27,755.00

$9,400
$27,755.00

$815.00
$1,625.00
$2,250.00
$1,375.00
$1,875.00

$815.00
$1,625.00
$2,250.00
$1,375.00
$1,875.00

$69,995.00
10,931
$6.40

$69,995.00
43,591
$1.61

$22,816.00
$1,340.00

$18,750.00
$19,667.00
$177,319.00
5535
$32.03

providing distance education at Central is
to give opportunities for as many students
as possible to work towards their degrees.
Pellet said that online education enrollment has grown exponentially since it was
ﬁrst introduced in 2000 and that demand
for these courses is still growing.
“I don’t think we’re done seeing its full
potential yet,” Pellet said.
With more faculty and student development, online courses could become more
engaging and desirable for students, according to Pellet.
“The technology, as it’s enhancing, is

enhancing the experience for the students
and making it much more interactive,”
Pellet said. “So you’re not place-bound,
you’re not time bound. You make it work
for you.”

In order to give feedback on the distance
education program’s multi-modal forum,
go to:
http://www.cwu.edu/~avpugrad/MultiModalFeedback.html.
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Vigil honors veterans Admin fee defunded
BY ZACH SMITH

Staff Reporter

Last Friday, the Central Washington University
ROTC conducted their annual 24-hour Veterans
Day senior vigil. The vigil featured a POW-MIA
memorial table accompanied by a member of the
ROTC standing in silence.
“It’s to honor those who came before us,” said
Thomas Roller, senior history. “Show our appreciation for what they do, and to honor those who
can’t be with us.”
The 24-hour silent vigil has become a Veterans
Day tradition at Central, that has been occurring
for more than 20 years.
However, according to Roller, the POW-MIA
memorial table is a common military custom
across the country and is seen at any large military gathering.
According to Roller and ROTC members Zach
Smith, senior mechanical engineering technology
and Mike Mortellar, senior philosophy, the POWMIA memorial table is a small table with several
objects which all contain some sort of symbolism.
The table features a candle that symbolizes the
eternal flame to guide the lost home, a lemon represents the bitter plight of veterans, salt symbolizes the tears of the family of fallen soldiers, lastly
a single red rose that symbolizes the bloodshed
that occurs in battle.
The tablecloth is white, which represents the
purity of the intentions of a veteran. An empty
chair, which represents the veterans who cannot
be here today. And an overturned glass, which
symbolizes their inability to toast at the time.
According to Mortellar, the 24-hour silent
vigil, the POW-MIA memorial table and Veter-

ans Day in general is motivation for him to do his
best, and a good way to honor those who served
before him.
“There’s a lot of anti-militarism in America,”
Mortellar said. “It’s cool there’s a day they know
they’re being supported, show support in the
community.”
While members of the ROTC recognize the
importance of the 24-hour silent vigil, Roller
claims occupying the memorial from noon Friday
to noon Saturday is still not easy.
“The hardest part will be staying awake,” Roller said. “It’s going to be kind of tough, but we’ll
get through it.”
The weather also provided difficult conditions
for members of the ROTC. According to Weather Underground, the cadets braved through occasional rain showers an average temperature of
32 degrees, dropping to as low as 21 degrees. The
ROTC combated the elements by spending their
time not manning the memorial inside of a tightly
sealed and heated tent.
While the 24-hour silent vigil is not an easy
task for members of the ROTC, Smith stressed
that the comfort of the cadets during this memorial is the least of his worries.
“It’s not so much for us, it’s our effort to appreciate those who maintained freedom,” Smith said.
“When you put things in perspective, for example
losing friends over seas, this isn’t that hard.”
The ROTC battled exhaustion and freezing
temperatures to honor veterans and help raise
support in the community, and if the amount of
cars honking their horns in recognition of the memorial is any indication, the 24-hour silent vigil
did just that.

Committee votes unanimously
BY wes morrow

News Editor

The Services and Activities committee (S&A)
voted unanimously for a motion to defund the admin fee at its weekly meeting Wednesday. The motion stated that the S&A committee would defund
the fee effective Dec. 31.
The admin fee was created last spring as a response to Central Washington University’s loss of
state funding.
Many services which used to be paid for by
funding from the state had to be reapportioned at
the end of the last academic year. Because of the
admin fee, the S&A committee has had to reduce
the amount of money it can give away for student
services and activities this year so far.
The fee is meant to cover some 20 overhead services for more than 100 different campus centers
and areas.
Despite the committee’s decision, the fee cannot be reversed until the Board of Trustees (BOT)
responds. The next BOT meeting will take place on
Dec. 2.
If the S&A committee’s decision to defund the
admin fee stands, the services previously covered
by the fee must be paid in some other way.
Exactly who will pick up the bill for those services remains to be seen.
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reported in Kamola and when
the reporting party contacted the
room they took a long time to respond.
§ A person reported they heard
a woman yelling “I’m going to
break up with you” and cursing on
18th Avenue.
§ A person called to report
that someone was building a road
through his property.
§ A person called to report they
they found live ammunition in the
shrubbery approximately 20 feet
§ A woman reported that when who are providing alcohol to mi- off of the intersection of Walnut
she opened her eyes there was an nors that came to Ellensburg from Street and 18th Avenue.
unknown man standing in her the West Side.
§ A FedEx driver was reportroom. He ran out the door and the
§ A man who appeared to have edly acting aggressive and threatreporting party could see his fresh been drinking was reportedly try- ening to leave the scene on East
footprints in the snow.
ing to open car doors as he passed Mountain View Avenue.
§ A tree was reportedly on a them.
§ A person reported that they
power line on North Cora Street.
§ A person was reportedly saw a man and woman walking
§ A person requested to speak standing next to a fence on East along State Route 821 and that
to an ofﬁcer about possible iden- Railroad Avenue and purposely the man appeared to be carrying
tity theft in the summer of 2010 making the dogs bark.
a sawed off shotgun.
that may have been committed by
§ Two teenage males were run§ Two men were reportedly
an ex-girlfriend.
ning around the reporting party’s arguing with the reporting party
§ A man was reportedly sitting vehicle. The reporting party yelled about wanting their alcohol back
on a low on the playground on at them and they ran away.
at the Senior Center. The reportWest 15th Avenue dressed in dark
§ People were reportedly car- ing party had conﬁscated it since
clothing.
rying a woman into a building on customers can’t bring in their own.
§ The reporting party is con- North Alder Street.
§ An iPad was reportedly taken
cerned that her daughter will run§ The reporting party locked out of a shopping cart on South
away when she tells her she can’t himself in the upstairs bathroom Water Street.
keep her puppy.
and can hear subjects talking
§ A person called to report that
§ A person reported that they downstairs.
they didn’t have power and were
have information about people
§ The odor of marijuana was unsure if their neighbors had power.
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Join

Want to learn more?
Come to an IntereSt SeSSIon:

Thursday November 17
7 p.m. • SURC 201

Tuesday November 29
7 p.m. • Quigley Hall

Wednesday January 4
7 p.m. • Kamola Hall

Monday January 9
7 p.m. • Al-Monty Hall

Thursday January 12
7 p.m. • North Hall

For complete job descriptions and
application, please visit

www.cwu.edu/housing
Applications are due online
by Friday, January 20, 2012.
If you have questions, contact

M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management

It’s here...an accessible business degree
for non-business majors who want to
diversify their skill sets, increase their
marketability, and bring hope to our
world.
• Explore a Christian understanding of
ethical and sustainable business practices
that respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills
in accounting, finance, economics,
marketing, and management
• Train and work beside a select group
of intelligent, like-minded students in
a hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world’s
fastest growing emerging markets
(e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle’s top businesses and
network with key professionals
• Earn a master’s degree in just 11 months

joelbrown@cwu.edu
or the Res. Life Office in
Stephens Whitney.

SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND NEW STUDENT PROGRAMS
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: CDSrecept@cwu.edu

§ A person reportedly destroyed
four or ﬁve mailboxes on Whiskey
Creek Lane.
§ A stray cat was reportedly inside a business on West University
way.
§ A person reported that they
had been receiving a lot of counterfeit one and ﬁve dollar bills.
§ A group of ﬁfty juveniles between 17 and 19 years old were reportedly loitering on North Rudy
Street.
§ A person working inside a
building on South Sampson Street
called to report that it sounded like
juveniles were climbing on buildings, running and skateboarding
in the area.
§ A man on the phone with OnStar reported that someone threw
something at his vehicle.
§ A person called to report that
his girlfriend was throwing his
items out of the residence and had
taken a hammer to his vehicle.
§ Approximate 35 mules were
tearing up the reporting party’s
property. They have notiﬁed the
person who is boarding the animals.
§ Ten full sized turkeys were reportedly standing in the middle of
No. 6 Rd.
§ A man called to report that he
had lost his wallet over the weekend.

help yourself.
help the world.

An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.

Apply today: spu.edu/massm
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OPINION

Editor-in-Chief//Katharine Lotze

Sexism isn’t sexy Cosmo: culture in a can!
Ariel, Jasmine, Pocahontas, Tinkerbell,
Esmerelda, Meg.
The ﬁrst thing that comes to mind is
“Disney characters,” right? These girls
have more than that in common. They
are all scantily clad, even as cartoon characters.
Disney characters are no stranger to
media sexism. They promote physical
beauty above character, dependence on
the opposite sex and that ﬁnding a partner
is the ultimate. These “values” are so engrained in children’s movies that they slip
by unnoticed even into adulthood.
Last week, the Center for Student Empowerment held a screening of “Miss
Representation,” a documentary that explores the blatant sexism in today’s media.
The ﬁlm, written, directed and produced
by actress Jennifer Siebel Newsom, shines
a light on Hollywood’s hand in the way
modern women view themselves, and how
modern men view women.
Hollywood ﬁlms are, undoubtedly, sexist. Meek female characters are usually
around to bolster male characters. Megan
Fox’s character in the “Transformers” series is one example. She’s dressed scantily
and because of that, she’s viewed by Shia
LeBouf ’s character more for her body
than for her intelligence.
Newsom’s ﬁlm provides some thoughtprovoking statistics surrounding the percentage of female protagonists in mainstream ﬁlms, and of the small percentage
of female protagonists, most of them play
romantic comedy characters looking for
a man to complete their lives. Take the
Katherine Heigl movies “27 Dresses” and

Dear Editor,

In regards to the article two weeks ago
(Observer Vol. 89 No. 6 ‘Central prof runs
for legislature’), I would like to lend my
support to Professor Manweller and share
my experience working with him in Olympia last winter.
Professor Manweller and I worked as liaisons during the 2011 Legislative Session,
at which time he represented the faculty
and I represented the Associated Students
of CWU. During our time in Olympia,
we worked on a wide range of issues concerning CWU and the state of higher education in Washington.
While working on the fragile state
budget, tuition, on-campus childcare and
various issues crucial to the success of students attending public universities around
the state, Professor Manweller gained the
respect and appreciation of the student
liaisons.
In my opinion he is a staunch supporter
of education in this state and a ﬁrm believ-
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Editorial Board: Katharine Lotze, Nichole
Williamson

er in the importance of accessible quality
education in Washington.
In my experience working with Professor Manweller in Olympia, I discovered
he is a strong advocate for CWU when
support for public universities in Washington State is dwindling.
He has not only academic experience
in political science and economics, but real
world experience working with legislators
and various other groups in the capitol as
well.
He has the ability to bring stakeholders
to the table so an agreement that satisﬁes
all concerned can be reached.
I can think of no one better to represent the students of CWU and the citizens
of the 13th Legislative District while providing a responsible voice for the citizens
of Washington.
--Mike Merz, Senior, Political Science/Public
Policy, Vice President for Legislative Affairs ASCWU

Cosmopolitan can be a noun, but I
think I prefer its synonym, cosmopolite.
I had the unadulterated pleasure of
reading “Cosmo” this
weekend.
That’s right. It
wasn’t Cosmo Kramer, or Carl Sagan’s
“Cosmos.” It was the
self-proclaimed women’s magazine “Cosmopolitan.”
When I read the
WES MORROW
magazine
I nearly
News Editor
had a pregnant. Some
of the thoughts written in Cosmo would
make more sense if the writers had eaten
alphabet soup, thrown up and tried to
piece together an article from sputum.
In the issue my friend brought over this
weekend, the writer claimed to know the
top ﬁve male fantasies.
I don’t claim to know the top ﬁve male
fantasies. In fact, I don’t think anybody really wants to know. But I think I can conﬁdently say this list made no sense.
But what do I know? Maybe doing it
with a vampire is one of my peers’ top
fantasies.
Oh but wait. It gets even better. Not
only did they have vampiric coitus on the
top ﬁve list, they listed playing the ﬁve-ﬁngered ﬁddle (not their words) as one of the
top fantasies men have.
That’s right, Cosmo claims men everywhere are fantasizing about taming the
one-eyed lizard, “pressure washing the
quiver bone”... You know what I mean.
It seems to me that’s a pretty lame fantasy. Isn’t the whole point of a fantasy that
you get to imagine experiencing something you never get to do?
That’s like fantasizing about eating a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. If you
had a PB&J sandwich in your lunch every single day, I doubt you’d be dreaming
about it at night. You’d probably be fantasizing about sinking your teeth into a nice
juicy taco.
Considering my absolute lack of appreciation for anything “Cosmo” has ever
done, imagine my surprise when I went
onto their website and discovered there’s
a “Cosmo for Guys.”

The ﬁrst thing I saw after opening
“Cosmo for Guys” said in big bold letters, “Sex advice delivered straight to your
iPad.”
Reading “Cosmo” for sex tips seems
about as useful as buying an iPad for its
camera.
The iPad is ﬁnally reaching its full
potential. Steve Jobs would be proud. If
you’re getting sex advice from Cosmo delivered directly to an iPad, I don’t think
you’ll have to worry about putting that advice to use anytime soon.
Once you realize that fact, you’ll ﬁnally
understand why you should have bought a
tablet that can run ﬂash.
I’m not gonna lie. I browsed the “Cosmopolitan” website. I must admit, I found
myself intrigued when confronted with
such erudite articles as “How to tell him
you’ve been faking it” and “What he wants
during The NFL halftime.”
I’ll tell you what he wants during halftime. He wants Nachos and the second
half to start.
But hey, “Cosmo” is like the one stop
shop of the magazine world. Where else
can I feel empowered and degraded all at
once, while also being able to ﬁnd the best
deal on sandals.
Does anyone go to school with the
dream job of writing for “Cosmopolitan?”
Is this is a response on the sort of test
you take in school that tells you what you’d
be good at doing for a living?
I can just see the teacher going over the
ﬁnished exams.
“Well Brittany, it says here that due
to your penchant for spewing unfounded
generalizations and your insatiable craving for attention, your ideal job would be
writing for “Cosmo!”
While writing for “Cosmo” has got to
be pretty depressing, it can’t be quite as
bad as dating one of the writers.
But I’m basing this off pretty limited
information. I’m sure it’s a great publication. I had trouble ﬁnding a motto,
though, so I thought I’d suggest a couple
of my own.
“Where people go to laugh and ideas
go to die.”
“We’re not laughing with you. We’re
just crying at your effect on culture.”
“Cognitive dissonance--and candles!”

Dear Readers,
The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current
issues. Please include your full name and university affiliation: year and major,
degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the
following week’s issue, please e-mail your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.
com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edited for style
and length. All letters become property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not
be considered.
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“The Ugly Truth.” In both movies, Heigl
plays a woman whose only desire is to ﬁnd
someone to love.
Many women enjoy these ﬁlms, and
that’s perfectly ﬁne. They’re fun, lighthearted vacations from everyday life.
Or so we think.
Because sexism in ﬁlms is so engrained
from childhood, it’s allowed to run amok
in all ﬁlms. It’s become normal to see
barely-dressed women on the silver screen,
searching for a man. When a female character is placed in a more action-based role,
like in the movie “Colombiana” with Zoe
Saldana, she’s still viewed for her body and
objectiﬁed by the other men in the movie.
The only way to overcome media sexism is to become aware of it. The identiﬁcation of sexism in the mainstream media
from an early age can teach girls to respect
themselves and boys to treat girls as equals
instead of objects.
Awareness starts in the home, as a child.
Parents can show young children ﬁlms and
programs that encourage gender equality,
and at an appropriate age, help children
identify sexism in the media. As adults, we
can choose to watch ﬁlms and programs,
though they are few, that promote equality and place females protagonists in nonsexist roles.
The times have changed, and there is
no more room in our society for sexism.
Let’s make a change and show our girls
and women that there’s more to life than
how the media portrays them.



Contact Professor Jennifer Green
jgreen@cwu.edu
For More Information

G>PLP:M<A
Cable Channel 2 and CWU�TV Cable Channel 15.

Contact Professor Bob Fordan
fordanr@cwu.edu for More Information
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By: Ashton Cermak

F

The ﬁlm spent some time touchor many Central Washington
University students, winter ing on a phenomenon known as
doesn’t begin until they see ﬂow state. A ﬂow state is something
the latest Warren Miller Film; “... familiar to elite athletes: the faster
Like There’s No Tomorrow” which one moves physically, the slower
marks the 62nd year Warren Miller things appear mentally. This is
Entertainment has released a ski/ what allows professional skiers
and snowboarders to perform in
snowboard ﬁlm.
Shot on location at various ski ways inconceivable to many.
Warren Miller ﬁlms are also
destinations around the world
ranging from India to Chile, the known for their soundtracks. “...
ﬁlm captures not only breathtaking Like There’s No Tomorrow” feascenery, but also interviews with tured a slew of trip hop and elecsome of the world’s top athletes tronica music as well as songs from
about their craft and what they love Radiohead’s latest album “The
about their favorite snow laden ad- King of Limbs” and the Foo Fighters latest record “Wasting Light.”
venture spots.
This also marks the twentieth
The ﬁlm began with a question:
“When was the last time you told year that Central has held a Warren
yourself, ‘next year I’m going to Miller ﬁlm premiere.
“It’s a tradition,” said Ryan
hit that run’…Probably last year,
Hopkins of Outdoor Pursuits and
right?”
The ﬁlm went on to show some Rentals who organized the premiere.
“People
of the world’s
say your winters
most
daunting
start until
and little-known
The film really opened my don’t
they see a Warren
ski locations such
eyes to actually treat every Miller ﬁlm.”
as India, where
Warren Miller
heliskiing
has
day like it’s your last and treat
lives on Orcas
become big busievery run like it’s your last.
Island in the San
ness, Squaw ValJuan
Islands.
ley, Calif. and
He stopped ﬁlm
Tuckerman Ramaking in 2005
vine, N.H., where
-CARSON ESPINOSA
but ski and snowa sign boasts
Freshman business marketing
board ﬁlms still
“Warning: past
management
carry his name.
this sign is the
The making of a
worst weather on
earth.” The athletes on camera at- Warren Miller ﬁlm is a ten-month
tested that some of the best skiers process including about three
in the world have cut their teeth on months of ﬁlming and countless
hours of editing.
Tuckerman Ravine.
“The age range for these showAfter watching the world’s best
get their ﬁll of powder, the ﬁlm ings really varies,” Hopkins said.
took viewers to some of Warren “We get everyone from two years
Miller’s usual ﬁlming locations: old to 90.”
Audience reactions to the ﬁlm
British Columbia, Salt Lake City,
Utah and Alaska. Skiers took time were positive.
“The ﬁlm really opened my eyes
to share their thoughts on why they
to actually treat every day like it
do it.
“You gotta get up before you get is your last and treat every [snowdown,” said one young enthusiast board] run like it is your last,” said
after her run down the mountain. Carson Espinosa, freshman business marketing management. “I’ve
“And gravity doesn’t give it up.”
Another skier jovially said, “I’ve seen Warren Miller ﬁlms before
never thought, ‘Damn, I shouldn’t but I’ve never seen a premiere like
this before.”
have gone skiing today.’”

PHOTO COURTESY OF SKINET.COM

SHREDDIN’ Andy Mahre in
Monashees, British Columbia.

“

“
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Perfetto!

New restaurant cooks up authentic Italian
not a single table empty and the buffet is
stocked with delectable offerings for fresh
salad, homemade soups, multiple pastas
There is now a little Italy right here in dishes and more.
Ellensburg. The large building on Fourth
The idea to start up a restaurant wasn’t
Avenue with the windowed garage door entirely Miglino’s. After spending 18 years
front is now known as Bella Cucina Trat- working at Central Washington Univertoria and Catering. The restaurant held its sity, Miglino found herself out of a job
open house Thurswhen her position
day, Nov. 10, with a
was cut. It was then
ribbon cutting.
she decided to go
Decorated with
“I hope people find it ut- into catering and
terra cotta colored
a personterly comfortable and warm.” becoming
walls,
fountains
al chef.
adding the delicate
“I started my
sound of trickling
catering business
water and windows
and everyone kept
-DONNA MIGLINO
lined with ﬂower
saying ‘you need to
Owner of Bella Cucina
boxes the restauopen a restaurant’,”
rant possesses evMiglino said.
erything needed to
So she did, and
create a small intimate café setting in a in the three weeks it has been open Bella
large space.
has been a huge success and the outpour“My vision was outside Italian café… ing of support has been overwhelming.
inside,” said Donna Miglino, owner and
“I wasn’t prepared for everyone at
chef.
once,” Miglino said. “It’s been crazy but
Miglino’s vision came across perfectly. good.”
Walking in, the air is ﬁlled with the scent
The restaurant is open for lunch bufof home cooked Italian food, chattering fet Monday through Thursday from 11:30
ladies lunching and the warmth of the sun a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch features rotating
sneaking in the windowed front. There is menus that will meet every taste and di-

BY AMBER BENOIT

Senior Reporter

“

“

AMBER BENOIT/OBSERVER

ITALIAN STYLE Above: Bella Cucina is located at 110 W. 4th Avenue Suite 225.
Below: Local residents enjoy Italian cuisine in the Bella Cucina dining room.

etary challenge.
Miglino will also run her catering and
personal chef services from Bella Cucina.
The restaurant can also be rented out for
parties, meetings and functions and is ﬁtted with a stage with lighting and sound
capabilities.
Miglino also hopes to open up a Supper Club on Friday and Saturday nights
by late winter or early spring. The Supper
Club will include dinner theatre, piano
bar and murder mystery dinner nights.

For now, Bella Cucina is focused on
Italian food, but Miglino hopes to expand
to include a Mediterranean menu. There
has been a big need for authentic Italian
in Ellensburg and with an Italian husband
and years of culinary experience, Miglino
feels she is up to the challenge and excited
for the future.
“I hope people ﬁnd it utterly comfortable and warm,” Miglino said. “Somewhere they can sit for a few hours and
enjoy.”

Family friendly study program finally offered

Central organizations create suitable learning environment for student parents and their children
Assistant Scene Editor

With all the hustle and bustle of classes, work and
homework, students need a safe and quiet place to study,
especially those who not only have themselves to take care
of but children as well.
This is why University Housing, Student Life and the
Family Resource Center (FRC) have come together to
create the Family Friendly Study program, where current
Central Washington University students and studentfamilies can come for quiet study.
Students have the opportunity to use laptops and
a printer for free while allowing children to play in an
educational area furnished with books, toys, games and a
DVD/VCR. This is a study place where students are able
to work on homework while their children can play.
Tiffany Love, sophomore family studies, recreation
and tourism and student parent said the Family Friendly
Study Program is a much-needed service to the student
parents at Central. Especially, since this is a free environ-

ment where childcare is no longer a worry. Love said that this program will carry on because it is needed.
childcare often hinders a student parent’s success.
“It helps student parents feel less alone on campus,”
“Being a student is difﬁcult,” Love said. “Choosing to she said. “The Central parent population is not recogfurther your education with kids in
nized and supported as well as it
the home presents additional barshould be.”
riers.”
passion is supportBeing a student is difficult. ingDoolittle’s
According to Love, the FRC is
students raising children. She
designed to support students with Choosing to further your edu- hopes that this program will bridge
this unique dynamic and the Fam- cation with kids in the home that gap.
ily Friendly Study Program is just
Love ﬁnds the Family Friendly
another way the FRC is reaching presents additional barriers.
Study Program hugely important
out to the large network of stubecause it is an invaluable resource
dents who are parents.
critical to the success of student
Nan Doolittle, FRC program
parents.
-TIFFANY LOVE
coordinator, hopes that this pro“We have made a choice to reloSophomore, family studies
gram will improve student’s sense
cate to Ellensburg to attend CWU,”
of belonging and support. DooLove said. “We have made a choice
little wants to increase awareness
to take our children and families on
and knowledge of resources available to Central students, this journey of higher education with us. We choose to set
with a focus on resources that beneﬁt students with fami- a higher standard and be examples of continued determilies and child-rearing responsibilities. Doolittle hopes that nation and drive.”

“

“
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Students seek passion
and inspiration for
their future

Leadership conference aims to
motivate and influence students
BY KELSEE DODSON - CARTER

Assistant Scene Editor

KAYLEE BIALOZOR/OBSERVER

GEAR UP Above: students check out a snowboard that has been turned into a “splitboard,” which is a snowboard cut into a pair of skis that can
be fastened back together to make the original snowboard. Below: Hats and other clothing items were displayed along the SURC for purchase.

Winterfest wonderland

OPR event brings out winter sports and recreation enthusiasts
Jakubal said the club is planning on shuttling to a bunch of
different passes this year. She also mentioned that there are ideas
ﬂoating around about a school-related ski and snowboard comThe smell of beer-scented wax wafted from the waxing station petition, but for now they are just ideas since the club is so new.
Austin Curren, junior recreation and tourism, stood behind
of Outdoor Pursuits and Rental’s (OPR) Winterfest. Each year
this event brings winter sport enthusiasts to check out products the Ski and Snowboard Club booth.
“It’s our ﬁrst year and so many people have signed [the mailfrom vendors and information from winter clubs and activities.
ing list] already,” Curren said.
Brent Ranniger, OPR rock wall inHe added that the number is now up to
structor, dripped wax onto a brightly col150
students.
ored snowboard by pressing a hot iron to
Buy small travel irons.
The club encourages interested stuit.
Don’t use your mom’s.
dents to visit the club’s Facebook page for
“This is my ﬁrst time,” Ranniger said.
more information.
Although this was his ﬁrst time working
Brandon Elley, senior construction
at the waxing booth, Ranniger said he’s
management, talked with a representative
-BRENT RANNIGER
got quite a bit of experience.
for Chair Two’s “Board Split” idea. This
He pressed the iron onto the board,
OPR rock wall instructor
unique idea, Elley described, is based off
melting the hardened drops of wax.
converting any snowboard into a pair of
“I taught myself [how to wax boards]
and had a couple friends ﬁll me in on things I didn’t know,” Ran- skis that can be separated for ﬂat terrain like cat tracks, and then
fastened back together to form the original snowboard; someniger said.
The sound of Velcro pulled apart as students tried on differ- thing he said would be useful in the back country.
“The best part is that it’s only $200,” Elley said.
ent snowboard boots could be continuously heard through the
This wasn’t Elley’s ﬁrst Winterfest; he’s attended each of the
crowd.
Ranniger said that he had already waxed approximately 30 last three years.
“I just wanted to come again and check out the scene and see
skis and snowboards, and that was with an hour left before venwhat’s offered,” Elley said. “There’s some really sweet gear for
dors started packing up.
His only piece of advice was to, “buy small travel irons [to sale.”
In the past three years, Elley has noticed that back country skiwax]. Don’t use your mom’s.”
A girl with a brightly colored, knitted beanie stood under an ing is becoming more popular among outdoor and winter sports
enthusiasts.
awning that read “Technine Clothing.”
Other vendors at this year’s Winterfest included New Yak City
Reale Jakubal, junior graphic design, answered questions
about prices on the clothing and mentioned that Central has a and Webb Powersports. A search-and-rescue clinic was also held.
Music, courtesy of 88.1 The Burg, played for the event.
new Ski and Snowboard Club.
BY MADELYNN SHORTT

Staff Reporter

“

“

Center for Excellence in Leadership (CEL) is hosting the 4th annual
Leadership Conference on Nov. 17 in
the SURC Ballroom. Students will be
able to participate in many sessions,
workshops and seminars that will help
them discover what they want to do
with their lives and where they want
to go in their future.
Many of the workshops will be focusing on an individual’s role within
the community and how they can
make their community stronger by
knowing their passions. The theme
of this years conference is “Find Your
Passion: Who to Be and What to Do.”
Ryan Gregson, CEL program leader, said that the workshops this year
are very diverse and encompass the
passion theme very well.
“It’s a great experience,” Gregson
said. “It’s a great way to stretch what
students know about leadership.”
Gregson said that this conference
will go over the non-traditional look
at what students should do with their
life.
“You don’t have to go on the set
path, you can make your own path,”
he said.
Celina Venegas, CEL student event
programmer, said that this conference
is a good resource for students. Previous conferences have helped her in
the past and she wants fellow students
to be helped and encouraged as well.
“This is for students who need to
ﬁnd motivation and ﬁgure out what
they really want to do,” she said.
Venegas believes that this conference is going to bring students together to learn about leadership and what
it can do for them and their career.
Both Venegas and Gregson are
looking forward to the keynote speaker this year, Brandy Mychals, author
and communication expert. Mychals
will be using her Character Code system that instead of putting people in a
box, gets them out of the box.
“It allows you to do what you love
to do,” Mychals said. “Not what you
are expected to do.”
Mychals said that whoever attends
this conference will be that much closer to discovering their passion. She
wants individuals to know that they
can create whatever they want and
do what they love to do. Mychals said
she knows what it feels like to be doing
something that they love to do and are
passionate about.
“It makes it a better quality of life
and a better life all the way around,”
she said.
According to Mychals, individuals are going to be exposed to cutting
edge new information and are going
to leave inspired. They will walk away
with a clear understanding of who
they are, what they want to do and
what their talents are.
“I love being able to connect with
people who want to make a difference
and a change and be positive in life,”
she said.
Mychals said her favorite part of
conferences like this are seeing the
light bulb moments that people have
about the potential that they know
they have.
“Anything is possible and I love
when people see that,” she said.
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T H E
S C O O p
nov. 17

nov. 18

REDBULLʼS “ART OF
FLIGHT”
SURC THEATER
7:30 P.M.
$8 STUDENTS
$12 GENERAL

“A CHRISTMAS CAROL”
OPENING NIGHT
MCCONNELL
7:30 P.M.
$12 GENERAL
$10 SENIOR/STUDENT
$7 CWU CENTRAL

NOV. 18

Nov. 18

MACKLEMORE

JOACHIM

SURC BALLROOM

NORDENSSON

8 P.M.
SOLD OUT!

RAW SPACE
7:00 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.
$5

nov. 19

nov. 19

NATURE OF NIGHT

“FEEL THE HEAT”

BLACK HALL

SALSA NIGHT
RAW SPACE

10:00 A.M.

9:00 P.M.

FREE

$5

Nov.21

nov. 21

BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM

OPEN MIC

FESTIVAL
SURC THEATER
7:30 P.M.

RAW SPACE
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

$12 GENERAL

FREE

$8 STUDENTS

You have the

motivation
and drive
Northern Arizona University will provide you with
the tools to succeed in today’s business world.

MBA – Applied Management
MBA – Accounting
Early Career – no previous
work experience required.
10 Month Accelerated Program
– Begin your career sooner.
Pay in-state tuition if you are
from one of 14 western states.
For more information visit
nau.edu/mba
or scan the code below

IMMORTALS

Dead on arrival
BY JEFFREY ALAN COTÉ

Staff Reporter

How does one solve problematic cinema like “Immortals?”
The new ﬁlm by director Tarsem Singh
Dhandwar stars Henry Cavill as Theseus,
a buff-bodied peasant who is given the
task of protecting his Ancient Grecian
homeland from the evil King Hyperion
(Mickey Rourke), a ruthless brute bent on
unleashing a storm of destruction upon
the world and all its inhabitants. Joining
Theseus on his adventure is the beautiful
psychic priestess Phaedra (Freida Pinto)
and the hunky, rough-edged thief Stavros
(Stephen Dorff).
On the surface, it could be argued that
“Immortals” is nothing more than a slapdash retread of ﬁlms like “Clash of the
Titans” and “300.” In some ways this is
correct. All three ﬁlms feature the same
hectic battle sequences, boldly epic plot
and perpetually sweaty and shirtless legions of men. However, Dhandwar makes
up for this reliance on action clichés with
ingenuity and visual splendor.
On a visual level, “Immortals” is nothing but extraordinary. Breathtaking set design, luminous cinematography, creative
visuals and inventive costuming all contribute to the incredible presentation of an
imaginative and phantasmagorical world.
Every image on the screen drips with ethereal beauty.
The epic battle sequences the ﬁlm relies so heavily on are also well done, regardless of how awkward or stilted they
sometimes are. When a character is shown
ﬁghting, the character moves at a rushed

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMMORTALS-MOVIE-TRAILER.BLOGSPOT.COM

speed while the gruesome entities they
slice and dice move in a “Matrix”-esque
slow motion.
Although this gives the ﬁghting a level
of cheesiness, seeing the gory decapitations and frenetic slicing at such a pace
adds a colorful panache to sequences that
could have been ﬁlmed in a more traditional and predictable manner.
Regardless of how splendid the ﬁlm
looks, “Immortals” is unfortunately attached to a confusing and twisting story. The script penned by debut writers
Charles and Vlas Parlapanides is sloppy
and incoherent.
Rourke’s character certainly looks the
part of an evil madman, but little is said of
his motivation to destroy the world. King
Hyperion has all the depth of a villain in a
Saturday morning cartoon.
The only character given a decent
amount of background is Theseus. Spoiler Alert: All the others are just along for
the ride. This makes it difﬁcult for the

audience to feel any amount of sympathy
when most of them die, especially when
their deaths are treated in such a passive,
uncaring fashion.
Predictably, the writers also try to pass
off a romance between Cavill and Pinto’s
characters, for no better reason than their
opposing body parts. This ﬂat relationship
not only distracts from the story, but calls
into question the creative abilities of the
two writers.
“Immortals” is certainly a problematic
ﬁlm, but it is also a welcome one. The
story is complicated and rambling, yet
Dhandwar’s attempts to create a mesmerizing ﬁlm are noble and not completely
ineffective. As long as you don’t get too
caught up in trying to understand the
ﬁlm’s complex and tiring mythology, “Immortals” should mesmerize you too. I believe respected critic Roger Ebert recently
put it best: “‘Immortals’ is without doubt
the best-looking awful movie you will ever
see.”
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making brighter smiles one at a time

Sunrise dental

FREE

TEETH
WHITENING
WITH EVERY ROUTINE
CHECK UP
And a free
electronic
toothbrush for new
clients

For our Patients without Insurance

We Offer a $99 Special

Including X-Rays, Oral Exam, & Treatment Plan

Meet your dentist today:
(509) 790-0080

Brand New State-of-the-Art
Equiptment & Friendly Staff

E-MAIL:
CWUOBSERVER
@GMAIL.COM
OR CALL
509-963-1026
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Hoopin’ days are here again
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BY EVAN THOMPSON

Senior Reporter

The Central men’s basketball team
played a tightly contested opener and won
91-87 against Another Level Blue Angels,
with senior Toussaint Tyler leading the
way with 29 points and nine assists.
The exhibition, played against alumni,
helped prepare the Wildcats for the highpaced action of a regular season game
against quality opponents. Tyler was
hopeful for the way he wanted the Wildcats to play on Friday.
“Play with a high energy, play as a team
and just come in and try and handle business,” Tyler said. “And try and execute
what we practice every day.”
Next up were the Warner Paciﬁc
Knights. The pulse pounding action made
for great theatre.
The Wildcats, who are the returning
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
(GNAC) champions lost 89-92. It came
down to the ﬁnal seconds before Warner
Paciﬁc iced the game on their last two free
throws to pull away with the victory.
Warner Paciﬁc, located in Portland,
plays in the Cascade Collegiate Conference and entered the game already playing four games into their season with a
record of 3-1.
The Knights counted the game only
as an exhibition and would not count towards their record while for the Wildcats it
was considered their opening regular season game and unfortunately, it would go to
the loss column.
“They have ﬁve games under their
belt, they played well,” Head Coach Greg
Sparling said. “We had our opportunities
we just couldn’t close it out. I’ll tell you
what I’ve been doing it long enough you
know zone early on is very hard to beat.”
The Wildcats are projected to ﬁnish
fourth in the GNAC after losing several
starters from last year’s team. Coach Sparling believes the reason for being picked
fourth after winning the conference last
year is because the team only returns one
starter, Roby Clyde, and will play a number of newcomers this season.
“We’re trying to ﬁgure each other out,
trying to ﬁgure out roles.” Sparling said.
“We’ve got to get our point guard back
MICHAEL HARRISON/OBSERVER
Lacy Haddock, and then we can get some
proper rotations down at the lineup. “
WATCH AND LEARN SON Brandon Magee of Central puts up an easy deuce in
Tyler missed all of last season due to an the win over Another Level Blue Angels. Magee finished the evening with 17 points.
injury, but is a key component to the Wildcats play from his guard position along tended their lead by eight points at 22-16. such a tough zone early on with new playWith the game tied at 22, from far be- ers was a tough challenge, considering the
with fellow seniors Jody Johnson, who was
a part-time starter last season, and Ted hind the three-point line Tyler shot and Knights used it all forty minutes of the
Nelson will also have a signiﬁcant impact connected on his ﬁrst ﬁeld goal of the game.
“We’re a team that likes to push the
night. Tyler had several key assists to other
on the team.
players on the team, ball,” Tyler said. “We like to get up and
“We’ve got a
no others more spec- down, to push the tempo. We’re worklot of new guys.”
tacular than his alley- ing on playing against the zone, I feel we
Tyler said. “We’ve
Well number one, we oop pass to Kevin could’ve executed a lot better than we did
got a bunch of
against the zone.”
guys from [Tacan’t turn the ball over in Davis.
Luckily for the Wildcats, another dunk
With the Knights
coma Community
that situation...there’s three driving
through by Davis provided some momentum to
College]; I didn’t
or four turnovers in that area. Wildcat territory, Central before entering halftime with the
play last year
[and] I’m coming
We got to make shots. We got Tyler jumped in score at 39-42 favoring the Knights.
Sparling believed the Knights made the
of a Knight’s
back in. We don’t
to step up and hit shots and front
player’s underneath 12-0 run was because of turnovers and
have as many guys
that’ll cure a lot of things.
pass, took the ball lack of execution with shots on offense.
coming back.”
“Well number one we can’t turn the
past half-court then
In front of a
-Greg Sparling
launched a pass of ball over in that situation.” Sparling said.
crowd over 800
Men’s Basketball Head Coach
his own to Davis “I mean I bet you there’s three or four
strong at Nichonear the hoop, who turnovers in that area. We also got to make
las Pavilion gym,
caught the ball then shots. We got to step up and hit shots and
the Wildcats drew
ﬁrst blood after a Clyde free throw, then reverse dunked for two points, lengthen- that’ll cure a lot of things.”
The same player who ended the ﬁrst
Central jumped out to a 5-2 lead with ing their lead to 28-24.
A crucial moment in the game came half started the second, as Davis tacked
scores coming from Johnson and Jordan
Coby. For most of the ﬁrst half the Wild- after Brandon Magee scored ﬁve points on two points for the ﬁrst of many lead
cats managed to keep a small margin of off a back foot ﬁeld goal and free throws. changes on the night. Once again, the
separation between the Knights, but fouls, The Knights responded by churning off Wildcats had Warner Paciﬁc playing
turnovers, and free throws allowed them 12 unanswered points just before the ﬁrst catch-up, keeping a comfortable distance
half ended. Sparling said the Knights pre- between the teams.
to battle their way back.
Coming off the bench and performing
Near the middle of the ﬁrst it was 18- sented an odd-front zone which is rare
16 in favor of the Wildcats, then they ex- among teams and that playing against well were Magee, who scored 18 points,

“

“

and Jordan Starr with 12 points of his
own. Central’s lead grew to as much as
10 points with just over 14 minutes left to
play, and again the Knights managed to
crawl back to contention.
The Wildcats held onto the lead for
over eight minutes but at the 10:20 mark,
the Knights took back the lead and Central was forced to play catch-up.
Near the end of the second half, the
game was still in Warner Paciﬁc’s hands,
but still very tight at 78-76. Warner Paciﬁc
had possession of the ball with close to two
minutes remaining, but a 10 second violated turned the ball over to the Wildcats.
Back and forth free throws brought the
score to 80-77, then a offensive turnover
and stolen pass allowed the Knights to go
up 84-77 over Central.
Starr contributed two points to the
score, then Tyler was forced to foul William Sharp of the Knights, who missed his
ﬁrst free throw shot then made his second,
extending the Knights lead by six. Starr
was then fouled, missing his ﬁrst then
making his second free throw.
The Wildcats turned over the ball in
Knight territory, but senior seven footer
Ted Nelson stole a Warner Paciﬁc pass
then handed it off to Starr at the three
point line. Starr was fouled and given
three free throws, but connected on only
one, making the score 81-85.
The Wildcats fouled Warner Paciﬁc
again, and Sharp made both free throws.
Magee made a clutch corner three point
shot to close the deﬁcit to 84-87, then another forced foul gave the Knights two
more points.
Colby took the ball slightly past half
court then drilled a deep three pointer,
with the ball slightly spinning on the rim
as it went in.
Nick Schultens of Warner Paciﬁc, who
led his team with 19 points, made ﬁve out
his last six free throws to extend their lead
in the waning moments of the game. With
11 seconds remaining, Magee followed up
a long shot by Colby with a lay up of his
own to add two ﬁnal points.
The Knights then protected the ball
as the clock ticked to zero, with the ﬁnal
score resting at 89-92 in favor of Warner
Paciﬁc, giving the Wildcats their ﬁrst loss
in their ﬁrst game of the season.
“We didn’t lose because of their great
defense or how they played out there.”
Tyler said. “We lost because we shot ourselves in the foot, we didn’t play like we
should’ve played and we can play.”
Toussaint Tyler would once again lead
the Wildcats in scoring with 19 points and
a game-high seven assists.
Davis ﬁnished with a double-double, at
15 points scoring with four slam dunks, 12
rebounds, and four blocks.
Magee and Starr’s 18 and 12 points
apiece, respectively added to the scoring
affair.
In the negative statistic column, which
proved to be a difference maker in the
game, the Wildcats had 22 turnovers: their
highest total in nearly three years.
Warner Paciﬁc was 31 for 38 on their
free throws, 81.6 percent, while the Wildcats only hit 19 of 31, 61.3 percent.
“We can’t turn the ball over 22 times
and expect to win a game.” Sparling said.
“We will ﬁx that.”
Central’s following game will be in
Seattle at the Sodexo GNAC/PAC West
Challenge Tournament, against preseason third-ranked Brigham UniversityHawaii.
Tip-off is at 3 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18.
“We’re a young team and we’re going
to get better each night out.” Sparling
said. “We can’t hang our heads, we’ve got
to come back tomorrow and we’ve got get
better, and we will. I guarantee you we
will.”
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Déjà vu:

Three years
later, the Russell
sisters are back
together again
COURTESY OF THOMAS TODD VONAHLEFELD

BALL UP After playing in high school together, Sophie and Kelsey Russell are reunited on the hardwood again, this time they’re ballin’ in crimson and black.
BY ALEXANDRA SHERK

Staff Reporter

From state champions in high school to
college ball teammates, not much has kept
Sophie and Kelsey Russell apart, not that
they have tried very hard either.
The two sisters, who are just three years
apart, have found themselves back on the
court together again, both receiving scholarships to play for Central.
The Russell sisters have been playing
basketball since they were four or ﬁve, or
as they both chuckled, “since we could
walk, basically.”
As they grew up, they played on a couple of AAU teams together, and then once
Kelsey reached high school, they played

on their high school AAU team as well.
Little did they know they would end up
winning a state title at River Ridge High
School together. Ironically, there were
two other sisters on the team who started
alongside Sophie and Kelsey.
“It was pretty fun and exciting; it was
our ﬁrst year going to school together since
elementary school,” Sophie said. “Since
we were older and got along better in high
school, it was fun to be together again. I
mean we had our sister moments once in
a while, but that’s going to happen. Being
able to win a state title together, that is still
the highlight of my career.”
Sophie and Kelsey have always had a
huge support system: their family.
“Justin (their brother) has always, even

COURTESY OF TONY OVERMAN

RUNNING THE BREAK Back in their high school days, Kelsey leads the fast
break with Sophie trailing behind in a match up with Prosser.

when I was younger, helped me,” Kelsey
said. “If he came to my game and I was
doing something wrong he would be my
dad and would ﬁx my shot for me and
would always be really supportive of me.
And our parents are very supportive of
us.”
The sisters tried to recall a time when
their parents weren’t at one of their games.
“They literally haven’t missed a single
game that we have played in our whole
lives, even AAU games,” Sophie said. “We
deﬁnitely wouldn’t be the players we are
without mom or dad.”
Sophie and Kelsey went on to explain
that both sets of grandparents were equally supportive, and the sisters are so thankful to have a family always behind them.
After Sophie ended her senior year
with yet another state title, and Kelsey
ﬁnished her freshman year with a perfect start to high school, things got a little
tricky for these sisters and their parents.
Sophie received a scholarship to play
at Central, forcing both Russell parents
to choose who would go to which game if
there were ever a conﬂict.
“It was just hard because sometimes
they had to make a choice; they care too
much sometimes,” Sophie said. “They
would be really upset if they had to miss
one of my games, but they have seen every
game so it wasn’t a big deal and I never
held it against them.”
There was a time Kelsey had a game
against a team who her team always beat
easily, on the same night Sophie had a
game at St. Martins in Lacey.
Kelsey had to convince her parents that
it was okay to go to Sophie’s game instead,
but her dad told her that since he never
missed a game of Sophie’s, he wasn’t going to miss one of hers.
Now, just three years later, the Russell
sisters ﬁnd themselves on the same team
yet again, as a senior and a freshman. It
all seems like déjà vu.
A couple other schools recruited Kelsey,
but when it came down to it, her sister-and
best friend-were here at Central.
“I don’t think I would have been happy
anywhere else,” Kelsey said.
Kelsey made the decision to redshirt
this year, and although they will not be on

the court at the same time in a collegiate
setting, she made the choice to help beneﬁt her college career.
“I didn’t want to redshirt at ﬁrst, but
now that I am in the position, I want that
year to prepare myself,” Kelsey said. “I
mean, it is going to suck not being able
to play with Sophie, but the reality of me
even playing with her is little.”
Sophie felt her sister was making the
right decision and knew that it would be
good for her to get an extra year of practice, conditioning and get stronger in order
to compete against other college athletes.
“No one wants to [redshirt] in the moment, but if you could go back in time, you
can see all the beneﬁts of getting physically and mentally prepared.” Sophie said.
“It will make her that much better.”
Sophie and Kelsey live off campus
together in a three-bedroom apartment.
Kelsey said she is glad she chose to live
with her sister and doesn’t think skipping
out of the dorms is a big deal.
Kelsey is making new friends all the
time; the chance to live with her sister was
one she just couldn’t and wouldn’t pass up.
“In some ways I feel like her parent,”
Sophie said. “I think ‘Where is Kelsey at?’
It’s fun having her here; I just want her to
be successful in school and in sports.”
As if Kelsey didn’t already have enough
going on in her freshman year, with all of
the new responsibilities of a college student athlete, she will always have Sophie
there to remind her of their hectic schedule.
“She will text me every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday: ‘weights at 5,’”
Kelsey said.
Sophie and Kelsey are special. Not
many people can say that they have won
a state championship with their sister, and
then gone on to play college basketball together, all while living together.
The Russell sisters know just how lucky
they are, and are grateful for their family,
friends and the opportunity to play together for their ﬁnal time.
“I love playing with both of them and
it’s fun watching them interact on the
court,” teammate Kelsi Jacobson said.
“It’s not very often you get to play with
two sisters.”
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MENʼS BASKETBALL

RECENT GAMES:
W 91-87 vs. AnotherLevel Blue
Angels
L 89-92 vs. Warner Paciﬁc
Central is now 1-1 on the season.
CONFERENCE
W
Seattle Paciﬁc
0
Montana State Billings 0
Central Washington 0
Western Washington 0
Western Oregon
0
Saint Martinʼs
0
Northwest Nazarene 0
Simon Fraser
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NEXT GAMES: *In Seattle
11/18 vs. BYU-Hawaii
11/19 vs. Hawaii Paciﬁc

COURTESY OF THOMAS VONAHLEFELD

PAYDIRT Fans and players alike celebrate a soon-to-be touchdown as senior receiver Justin Helwedge crosses the end zone.

Cats’ save their best for last
BY CONNOR VANDERWEYST

Staff Reporter

Central football capped off the 2011
campaign with a convincing 42-14 win
over Dixie State Saturday at Tomlinson
Stadium in front of a capacity crowd.
The Wildcats were led by their defense
who came away with one fumble and two
interceptions, while holding Dixie State to
under 200 yards of total offense.
“The great thing about it is everybody
is smiling and having fun,” Head Coach
Blaine Bennett said. “I thought it was a
fun day.”
Central was able to jump on the Red
Storm early in the ﬁrst quarter with an
electrifying 63-yard punt return for a
touchdown by senior cornerback Dominique Gaisie.
“I didn’t think, I didn’t worry about
my ankle too much, and I just took off,”
Gaisie said. “And next thing you know the
blocking was great, I just seen the hole and
hit it.”
Just ﬁve and a half minutes later, junior
quarterback Jose Mohler connected with
senior wide receiver Justin Helwedge for a
20-yard touchdown. Helwedge’s acrobatic
catch increased Central’s lead to 14-0.
After Central’s defense continued to
dominate Dixie State’s porous offense, the
Wildcats were able to cash in their third

touchdown of the afternoon just four seconds into the second quarter.
The score came on a two-yard run by
freshman running back Levi Taylor. Taylor added another touchdown with under
a minute left in the ﬁrst half to push the
Wildcat lead to 28-0.
At the half, Central dominated nearly
every statistical category; Central outgained Dixie State by 160 yards and were
3-3 in the red zone.
Mohler added his second touchdown
pass midway through the third quarter
when he connected with Helwedge for the
second time.
Mohler took advantage of a Red Storm
defender falling down in coverage as he
ﬁred the ball to Helwedge who took the
pass 37 yards into the end zone.
Mohler had a modest day passing the
ball, throwing for only 73 yards. He didn’t
need to post big numbers because Central
exposed Dixie State’s suspect run defense
with the two-headed attack of Taylor and
sophomore running back Ishmael Stinson.
Taylor ﬁnished the day with 27 carries
for 126 yards and two touchdowns. Stinson added 129 on only 15 carries. Central
rushed the ball 58 times for 307 yards.
“The plan was just to stick with the
run game as much as possible,” Bennett
said. “We wanted to come out and prove
a point, that we can run the ball against

anybody.”
Central didn’t surrender points until
Red Storm junior safety Cache Morgan
returned a punt 80 yards for a touchdown.
Central played mostly reserves late in
the fourth quarter with the game out of
reach. The Red Storm added one more
touchdown with 46 seconds left in the
game.
Central ran the clock out and came
away with a 42-14 victory, sending the seniors out with a blowout victory.
“It’s surreal, it hasn’t set in really,” senior defensive lineman Tyrell Nielson said.
”I think once I start missing workouts and
stuff it will make more sense. It’s meant
everything; it’s been my life for the last six
years.”
The Wildcats, who beat the Red Storm
by seven points earlier in the year, dominated all phases of the game, taking their
season’s frustrations out on Dixie State.
“When we all play together, it just, you
know, be in sync that we can just do a lot
of damage and that’s what happened today,” Gaisie said.
Central won’t rest on the convincing
win and will soon begin recruiting and
preparing for next season.
“This is not the kind of year that we
want,” Bennett said. “Not the kind of year
the players want and so that work starts
immediately for 2012.”

here on out. Matt Schaub’s injury gives
Leinart a chance. If you’re wanting to go
with the hot hand, then look no further
than John Skelton (ARI). Three TD’s and
315 yards passing is tempered only by his
two picks, but since Kevin Kolb’s feet are
banged up, go with Skelton.
RUNNING BACK: Lance Ball (DEN):

Knowshon Moreno and Willis McGahee
are both injured, leaving the Broncos with
not many options for running back. The
only downside to Ball is that, with Tebow,
the Broncos love throwing the ball. If my
sarcasm is deceiving, sorry, but get Ball.
WIDE RECEIVER: T.J. Houshmandzadeh (OAK): I’m staying with the Palmer/Raiders theme. Housh hasn’t done
much in Oakland, but it is only a matter
of time until he and Palmer rekindle their
Cincinnati Bengal days.
TIGHT END: Ed Dickson (BAL): The
one bright spot against Seattle was Dickson. Dickson made himself a Flacco favorite. put up solid numbers.
DEFENSE: San Francisco 49ers: Plain
and simple: they’re tough and they’re
playing the Cardinals this week.

Right down
to the wire
BY DANNY SCHMIDT

Assistant Sports Editor

We’re entering week 11 and injuries
are occurring more frequently than a Tim
Tebow completed pass. Waiver wire pickups are huge now, so listen up.
QUARTERBACK: Matt Leinart
(HOU): He has a bye this week, but don’t
be afraid to pick up Leinart. He hasn’t
proven anything in the NFL thus far, but
Houston has a favorable schedule from

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

WOMENʼS
BASKETBALL

RECENT GAME:
L 69-85 @ Portland State. Central
lost to the Division I Vikings.

CONFERENCE
W
Seattle Paciﬁc
0
Montana State Billings 0
Central Washington 0
Western Washington 0
Western Oregon
0
Saint Martinʼs
0
Northwest Nazarene 0
Simon Fraser
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NEXT GAMES: *In Seattle
11/18 vs. Harding
11/19 vs. Cal State East Bay

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

VOLLEYBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 3-1 vs. Western Washington
W 3-0 vs. Simon Fraser

CONFERENCE
Seattle Paciﬁc
Western Washington
Alaska Anchorage
Western Oregon
Northwest Nazarene
Central Washington
MSU Billings
Saint Martinʼs
Alaska Fairbanks
Simon Fraser

W
15
14
14
13
12
9
5
5
2
1

L
3
4
4
5
6
9
13
13
16
17

Junior Jordan Offutt was named
to GNAC second-team. Senior Carlee Marble and sophomore Erin
Smith were honorable mentions.

FOOTBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 42-14 vs. Dixie State
Central had 13 all-conference selections. The six ﬁrst-team players
were: Mike Nelson, Justin Helwege, Joey Tivnan,Mike Reno, Dominique Gaise and Armahd Lewis.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
CWUʼS TEAMS VISIT
WILDCATSPORTS.COM
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BY TIM PARK

Staff Reporter

Outdoor enthusiasts shouldn’t allow
the winter chill to keep them indoors because Kittitas County offers a plethora of
fun winter recreation opportunities.
Most are aware of the ski resort at Snoqualmie Pass, but rising costs of lift tickets
are making it tough for cash strapped college students to get on the mountain.
“It’s pretty expensive for college students,” Jana Chapman, senior business
management said. “They can probably
only afford to go skiing once or twice a
year, unless their parents pay for it.”
A full-day lift ticket at the Summit this
year is $59 and a night pass is $39.
For the college majority who don’t have
funds to go skiing or snowboarding, an alternative is purchasing a two-hour tubing
pass at the Summit for $19.
Exploring nature in the winter can be
a pleasant change of pace, but there is an
ever-present opportunity for danger.
Whether it’s snowshoeing in the mountains, snowboarding at a busy resort, or
driving in freezing conditions, it is a good
idea to tell multiple people where you’re
going and to keep a survival kit handy.
In freezing temperatures, it doesn’t take
long for hypothermia or frostbite to set in
once someone is lost or stranded.
The key to making it in a survival situation is staying calm and dry. Wilderness
survivors must balance the act of moving
to stay warm and not sweating.
The best survival kit will be a backpack that one can wear while out in the

elements, or stow under a car seat while
driving.
The most important items to keep in a
survival kit are: warm socks, a hat, gloves, a
blanket, a poncho, ﬁrst aid kit, food, water,
multi-purpose tool, rope, handheld radio,
extra batteries and water proof matches.
Kittitas County is home to some of
the most popular cross country skiing and
snowshoeing trails in the state.
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals (OPR)
offers snowshoe and pole rentals for $7 per
day.
Trails.com gives tons of information,
including directions to snowshoeing and
cross-country ski trails across the state.
“You can snowshoe almost anywhere, It
just makes it easy to move in deep snow,”
Jack Piper, 2011 Central paramedic graduate and avid hiker said. “I hike all summer and fall, and during the winter snowshoes allow me to keep hiking my favorite
trails but the view is better with snow.”
Outdoor lovers should also keep in
mind that ﬁshing can be excellent in the
winter.
The Yakima River is plum full of white
ﬁsh and hungry rainbows. Fishermen can
also be extremely successful ice ﬁshing.
Fish holding in frozen ponds and lakes
don’t get a chance to feed on anything
from the surface, so use power bait and a
night crawler and expect to catch a large
number of ﬁsh.
“Last year I got hooked on ice ﬁshing,”
Sean Moser, senior biology said. “I caught
three or four triploids (trout) around six to
ten pounds last winter within ten minutes
of campus using big night crawlers.”

SPENCER SLYFIELD

»

Snow sports explored

OUTDOOR PHOTO CONTEST WINNER

COURTESY OF SPENCER SLYFIELD

GOT MOOSE MEAT? The full grown Shiras cow moose was killed by Slyfield on
October 3, 2011 in the Mt. Spokane unit. He shot her from 100 yards out with his .300
short mag. The moose tag can only be obtained when hunter’s pay to be entered in
a raffle and are randomly drawn. Each hunter can only be drawn for the tag once in
their lifetime.

The Observer is hosting a weekly photo contest! We want to
share your outdoor experiences and photos with the community.
We’re looking for
»Animals or fish that you have harvested
»Any outdoor adventures
»Wildlife or anything outdoors
Send all photo and story submissions to Tim Park at
parkti@cwu.edu

Ever wonder what they DO in
those offices on the 40th floor?
A Day in the Life of Sydney Walker
Manager, Business Tax Advisory
Ernst & Young, LLP
MS Tax (05) and Adjunct Faculty Member
School of Taxation, Golden Gate University

A career as a tax or accounting professional may not be
what you expected.
Be there in 12 months or less. Earn a Masters in Taxation or a
Masters of Accountancy with Internship opportunity.
Programs start throughout the year — chat with an enrollment
counselor now at 1-888-GGU-EDU1 or info@ggu.edu.

SPORTS
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Volleyball finishes strong with victories
BY EVAN SLACK

Staff Reporter

The Wildcat’s volleyball team closed
out the season with back-to-back wins
against Western Washington and Simon
Fraser.
Thursday’s game against rival Western
was packed, and the Wildcats wasted no
time organizing their attack as kills came
early and often. The ﬁrst two sets showed
a conﬁdent and powerful Central offense,
with Jordan Offutt leading the charge,
racking up 19 kills over the course of the
night. The Vikings ﬁnally shook the cobwebs out in the third set and managed to
avoid getting blown out.
“We did exactly what we said we didn’t
want to do in the third set, but that’s just
volleyball, it has its up and downs,” Offutt
said. “We just went back into the huddle
and decided that wasn’t us. That wasn’t
our game. We just shook it off and got
ready for the fourth game.”
The halftime pep talk worked, as the
‘Cats came out with a ﬁre in their stare,
and ambition in their hearts. The Vikings
tried valiantly to ward off the relentless attack, but had limited success. Viking spikes
were dug and returned without discretion
as the newly installed Wildcat defense
found its staple in the form of Chelsie Vea.
Vea made it apparent that she belonged on the court as she deﬂected one
attack after another. The Vikings offense
was visibly confused as Vea’s saves ﬂirted
with the notion of precognition.
“Coming back from Alaska, I feel like
we ﬁnally found our chemistry, we have
been working that all season,” Vea said.
“Our coaches have been trying to get
our offense and defense to work together
seamlessly.”
Head Coach Mario Andaya has been
working with his team to improve communication. Andaya’s philosophy is to
become a better team every week, and
although simple, it clearly came to fruition in the last few matches. Andaya made
a tough call before the Alaska games of

last week, opting to change up his team’s
entire defensive structure in an attempt to
cover a weak spot and force communication
“Obviously the system we were running
was a little bit stagnant,” Andaya said. “I
felt like if we installed something new it
might be inspiring to the team and hopefully cause them to respond differently.”
The gutsy call paid off as the Wildcats
went into their ﬁnale against the Simon
Fraser Clan, Saturday with momentum.
Central unleashed a well-organized attack, keeping Simon Fraser on their toes.
The Clan proved they came to play as they
kept the point margin narrow enough to
make the Wildcats sweat. As the battle
went on, senior captains Meg Ryan and
Carlee Marble proved to be deadly weapons, racking up kills and assists all over
the place. Marble is in the Central record
books for her career assist total. Racking
up a jaw dropping 2,847 assists, Marble
holds third place in the record books.
The ﬁrst two sets against Simon Fraser
proved somewhat difﬁcult for Central, but
both were won with some effort from the
Wildcats offense.
The third set really came together well,
and allowed some younger players some
time on the court. Junior Marcy Hjellum,
closed out the third set with an ace serve
to win it.
“I think it’s great, with games like this
some of the players who might not get so
much playing time get to go in and prove
that they are great players,” Ryan said.
“Whether they are on the court or on the
bench they are still a huge contribution to
the team.”
Andaya was pleased with how the team
conducted themselves during the last
weeks of the season, and has high expectations for next year.
“The sky is the limit for Jordan, it was
a break out year for her, and her ﬁrst year
starting,” Andaya said. “She is going to
work hard in the offseason like she always
does and hopefully she will do even better
next year.”

Home for Rent

4 bedroom / 3 bath
Ground level 3 bedroom, 1.5 bath w/ fireplace, tile &
granite kitchen, daylight basement with family room,
laundry, storage, bedroom & half-bath. Fenced backyard with patio,
oversized 2 car garage, underground sprinklers, walking distance to
CWU, Mount Stuart school and park. No smoking, no parties.
Available 12/1/2011. $1400 per month, first, last & deposit.
Call 925-6326 or 899-3978

Explore your own potential.
Create your own career.
Bluestone Academy
is dedicated to
prepare students for a
real career in body
work.

Now Enrolling for
January 2012
201 North Pine Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-3184

COURTESY OF THOMAS VONAHLEFELD

THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES Senior setter Carlee Marble gets ready to
serve during the last match of her collegiate career. Marble finished with 29 assists.

walk-In’ s always welcome!

QNAILS

302 S.
MAIN
STREET

933-4747
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